LATEST NEWS ON EARTHQUAKE
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Laxmi Pratisthan Family has been trying to
relieve the wounds of needy and helpless
earthquake victims through various activities.
Laxmi Pratisthan immediately took various
action to help the earthquake victims. More
than 40,000 people of 6 different districts were
reached by the relief action of Laxmi
Pratisthan.
As most of the houses were destroyed by the
quake rendering them beyond repair. Laxmi
Pratisthan concentrated its activities towards
their rehabilitation with the construction of
permanent and feasible houses for victims.
Laxmi Pratisthan started the rebuilding
project, which is aimed for supporting the
earthquake victims of Siwalaya V.D.C in Kavre
district. The first phase of reconstruction has
already started in which 25 houses are
currently under construction.

The earthquake
occurred on 25th April
2015 in Nepal killed
more than 13,000 people
and injured more than
23,000. It was one of the
worst natural disasters to
strike Nepal since the
1934 Nepal–Bihar
earthquake. Laxmi
Pratisthan Family has
been trying to relieve the
wounds of needy and
helpless earthquake
victims through various
activities.
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the local will be applied.
The direct participatory
approach has proved to be
efficient and sustainable
since the feeling of ownership
will be developed among
beneficiaries. Our vision is
to create a community
village, which can set an
example for the development
and restoration of other
villages elsewhere in the
country.

the reconstruction of
houses for victims, we have
conceived the house using the
reusable materials from the
collapsed houses so that it can
be economically viable. We
have been using prefab boards
for the rebuilding houses as it
is very light, economical and
earthquake friendly. The direct
participatory approach with

An elderly woman shares her experience of living
style now and before, “It became hard to live, as
house was destructed and we were forced to live
in tarpaulin. People, especially children and eldery
people started getting ill. But the situation has
improved now as we have proper house to live in.
We are thankful to Laxmi Pratisthan and all
supporters.
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Our Partners
Glasgow Nepalese Association
Glasgow Nepalese association is an
organization of Nepalese people Living in
Galgow ,capital of Scotland.

Glasgow Nepalese Association

Society of American Nepalese Nurses
Association
SAAN is a nursing organization that can
assemble all nurses from Nepal was a growing
need in the Nepalese communities residing in
the United States of America.

Mod Chana Phai Foundation, Thailand

Milan Nepali Restaurant Al Jubel

With support from our partners and our well wishers, we were able
to bring smile in faces of earthquake victims of Kavre District. We
are grateful to all our donors for your love, support and passion.

